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INSPECTOR CLOUSEAU – “Relax and Wax” 
 
LENGTH: +/- 10:00 
 
CHARACTERS – 2 men and 2 women 

SYNOPSIS: 

INSPECTOR CLOUSEAU, is going to go after a very rich jewel 
thief and his beautiful wife. In order to prepare to enter the 
world of the uber wealthy, Clouseau has heard that he needs to 
become “one of the beautiful people.” To look more like a 
fashion model or a body builder he has decided to go to a new 
tanning / wax job parlor in town – “RELAX AND WAX” not 
realizing it is also a marijuana dispensary. Through a mistaken 
set of events, Clouseau becomes stoned. 
 
LOCATION: RELAX AND WAX shop. A long counter with the marijuana 
dispensary to Stage Right and the Waxing business Stage Left 
with changing screen at end of counter. 
 
 
CAST: Inspector Jacques Clouseau 

Trench coat, shabby suit, fedora. 
 

Jughead 
Security guard at Relax and Wax 

 
Betty 
Brunette “Budtender”. 
Crisp medical dress with white lab coat. 

 
Veronica 
French. The wax artisté. 
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I.D., please. 

(RELAX AND WAX SALON has a long counter. To 
STAGE RIGHT is the “HERBAL / DISPENSARY 
(MARIJUANA) SECTION” which displays the 
botanicals, herbals, vape machines, packages 
nutrients and vitamins which BETTY manages. 
Jars are filled with herbals. 

To STAGE LEFT is “TANNING / WAXING” section 
managed by VERONICA. Through a door behind 
the counter is a massage table. Under the 
counter are men’s SPEEDO swim trunks, other 
suit styles, bikinis and flip-flop sandals. 
At the side is a CHANGING SCREEN area. 

ENTER CLOUSEAU. He is stopped by JUGHEAD the 
security guard. 

JUGHEAD 
 

CLOUSEAU hands him his i.d. 

CLOUSEAU 

“Relax and Wax”, is this the new herb shop? 

JUGHEAD 

Yes sir – it’s a dispensary. 

What are you dispensing with? 

CLOUSEAU 

JUGHEAD 

Nothing. Will you look at the security camera up there and say 
your name and address? 

CLOUSEAU 

Inspector Jacques Clouseau of the Surité. My office is 14 Rue de 
Officialle, Paris, France. 

JUGHEAD hands him back his i.d. 

JUGHEAD 

Thank you, Inspector. 

CLOUSEAU 

And, my sources tell me that you are an under cover agent code 
name Jughead. Is that correct? 
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JUGHEAD 

(looking around) 

Yes, Inspector. May I be of assistance? 

CLOUSEAU 

I am preparing to go under cover and follow a very wealthy jewel 
thief and his beautiful wife on a cruise. 

JUGHEAD 

Cool. 

CLOUSEAU 

As you may know, I am a master of disguise. I have heard that 
this “Relax and Wax” Salon can help me transform and look like I 
am one of the “beautiful people” of extreme wealth... that I can 
become very, very Brazilian! 

JUGHEAD 

Inspector, the dispensary here does not sell hallucinogenics. 
But, Veronica does the classic Brazilian Wax Job and with a 
spray tan, so, of course, she can paint the duck. 

CLOUSEAU 

What do you mean, “paint the duck”? 

JUGHEAD 

You may still waddle like a duck, you may still quack like a 
duck, but you will look like a very sexy Brazilian duck. 

CLOUSEAU 

Mallard. A Brazilian Mallard. The male of the species. 

CLOUSEAU moves to the DISPENSARY counter. He 
looks the place over. BETTY approaches. 

BETTY 

Good morning! 
 

Why is this the “Relax” shop? 

CLOUSEAU 

BETTY 

Yes, a medical herb dispensary plus nutrients, vitamins and 
supplements. Here is our menu. Do you Vape? 

BETTY hands him a menu and he slowly 
examines the items. 
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CLOUSEAU 

Not that I’ve noticed. I see you have jars and jars filled with 
herbs. What kind of herbs are these. 

BETTY 

We have two major types. We have Sativa C. and Indica C. 

CLOUSEAU 

What is this Sativa C.? 
 

A psycho-active botanical. 

Psycho-active? 

BETTY 

CLOUSEAU 

BETTY 

As distinguished from Indica C. which is body active. 

CLOUSEAU 

Body active? What is that one over there? 

BETTY 

That one is OG Kush. 

What is OG Kush? 

CLOUSEAU 

BETTY 

A very popular Sativa C. botanical. 

CLOUSEAU 

OG Kush, never heard of that. Is that really a plant name? 

BETTY 

Oh yes. A very common name. 

Like “Marigold”. 

CLOUSEAU 

BETTY 

Yes. It’s a cross between “Godfather OG” and “Granddaddy Perps”. 

CLOUSEAU takes a “tootsie pop” looking 
sucker out of a jar and looks at it. 

BETTY 

That lollipop is a Chem Dawg - Sour Diesel – a cross between a 
Thai and Nepalese Sativa C. 
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Unwraps and puts into mouth. 

CLOUSEAU 

Chem Dawg in a lollypop? 

BETTY 

Yes! Many forms. That was actually a product for sale. 

CLOUSEAU 

Forgive me. Just put it on my tab. 

BETTY 

Of course. May I have a credit card? 

CLOUSEAU 

Ver-y tasty... a Chem Dawg lollipop! 

CLOUSEAU takes out his wallet and gives 
BETTY a credit card. 

BETTY 

I’ll run you a tab. We also have popcorn, cookies, brownies, 
gummy bears, ice cream... 

Chem Dawg is a very intense Sativa C. Quickly psychoactive. 

CLOUSEAU 

Uh-huh, I see. 

His eyes get wide. He looks at the lollypop. 

Oh... I SE-E-E! Ummmm. Oh MY! 

BETTY runs a credit and hands the card back. 

BETTY 

Yes. Quick, right? We have a very nice selection in wide 
variety. That lollypop is high priced but worth it for the long- 
lasting intensity. 

Really? How much is it? 

Eighteen dollars. 

CLOUSEAU 

BETTY 

CLOUSEAU begins giggling from this point 
forward. 

CLOUSEAU 

An eighteen dol-lar lollypip! 
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BETTY 

Oh, yes. That’s one of the more powerful psychoactive THCs we 
have in the shop. Along with Chem Dawg, OG Kush is very 
popular. 

CLOUSEAU 

Does this Chem Dawg bite? hee-hee. 

BETTY 

We have Irish Cream, White Tahoe Cookies, Northern Lights and 
Blue Dream. 

CLOUSEAU begins fishing for his wallet to 
put his card back. He is dizzy and giggling. 

CLOUSEAU 

Blue Dream... Irish Cream... Goommy bears! Hee-hee! Is this like 
a nooky factory? 

 

In different flavors. 

BETTY 
 

CLOUSEAU 

Ha-ha! Part of life’s rich pageantry! 

BETTY 

What were you looking for? 

CLOUSEAU 

Ha-ha - actually, actually I came in here because I heard “Relax 
And Wax” Salon can help me with a dees-guise! Hee-hee! I need to 
look very richy-rich! Brazilian!! 

BETTY 

Of course, Veronica can help with that. The “Relax and Wax” 
Salon is myself, Betty - the “Relax” side and Veronica, the 
“Wax” side. Veronica, Mr. Clouseau needs your assistance. 

CLOUSEAU moves toward the WAX side of the 
set. He giggles as he looks at the shelves 
which have various items – swimsuits of 
various types, swim briefs, jammers, Speedo 
bikinis, thongs. An array of spray tanning 
containers and brands. To one side is a 
CHANGING SCREEN area. 

VERONICA steps forward. 
 
 

VERONICA 

Ah, good afternoon Monsieur. 
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Are you vaguely Frensh! 

CLOUSEAU 
 

VERONICA 

Oh yes, monsieur. Welcome to “Wax” - my Brazilian Waxing Parlor! 
The Brazilian Wax job creates the most beautiful male bodies in 
the world! 

CLOUSEAU 

Brazilian Wax job! Just what I need! I need a beautiful male 
body! On me! And yew are…? 

VERONICA: 

I am Veronica, a Licensed Esthetician. In my hands, you will 
become not just look Brazilian, but with the right bathing suit 
to enhance your manliness, and the right shade of tanning spray, 
you’ll be a Manzillian! 

CLOUSEAU 

I knew I was getting somewhere! 

CLOUSEAU dissolves into giggles. 

VERONICA 

Oh, monsieur. IF I may be so bold... I see you are enjoying a 
Sativa C. – let me get you an Indica C. a body-based herbal so 
you can “chill out” while I transform you. 

VERONICA brings out a small dish and takes 
CLOUSEAU’s lollypop and puts it on the dish. 

Betty, would you get monsieur a “Northern Lights” lolly? 

BETTY 

Yes, of course.  

VERONICA pops the new lollypop into 
CLOUSEAU’s mouth. And he very quickly 
becomes less giggly. 

CLOUSEAU 

Oh my. MY! That is different! Ummm. I am beginning to feel... 
feel... Manzillian in my body! 

VERONICA 

Very good. Now, monsieur, first we must see what we are working 
with. What swimming brief would you like, monsieur? 

VERONICA takes an assortment to show him. 
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Here we have the brief brief which comes in the mesh, the net, 
the see through. We have a mid-cut, swim briefs, jammers, and, 
of course, the thong. 

CLOUSEAU picks up the thong still giggling. 

Tell me, monsieur, what manly style do you wish to have? 

CLOUSEAU 

A good manly style. As Mae West said a hard man is good to find! 

VERONICA 

Are you timid? Have you been to the nude beaches? 

CLOUSEAU 

Moi? Mademoiselle. An undercover agent, timid? No! I choose the 
brief brief. 

They select a very skimpy Speedo-style 
brief. 

VERONICA 

Good choice! This will require some, er “intimate” waxing. So, 
to show off your body proudly would not bother you? Good. Let’s 
get started! Please step behind the changing screen and take off 
your clothes but leave your underpants on. 

CLOUSEAU 

Ah ha! The old, take off your clothes trick! 

CLOUSEAU is now rubbery-legged and rubbery 
armed and uncoordinated. He wobbles behind 
the CHANGING SCREEN. We see shirt and 
trousers drape over the screen. 

VERONICA watches him disrobe. 

VERONICA 

Ah, a real man! Now, turn around. Hairy back. Hairy Arms... keep 
turning. Man-boobs. Snake trail. 

CLOUSEAU 

I am a real Frenchman! 

VERONICA 

Have you had a Brazilian wax job before, monsieur? 

CLOUSEAU 

No, but a political party has had their way with me! 
 

CLOUSEAU peeps out from behind the screen at 
an angle so we see his hairy back. 
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VERONICA 

Oh, it is SO sensual, monsieur. You will be lying on the massage 
table in the dim light of the back room and I will slowly spread 
a thin layer of warm wax on the areas to be waxed. 

CLOUSEAU 

Oh, warm wax sounds go-od! 
 

It is so nice to be re-nuded. 

Re-nuded? Wot is re-nuded? 

VERONICA 

CLOUSEAU 

VERONICA 

Oh yes, monsieur, re-nuded... smooth as the day you were born. 
The uber-wealthy, monsieur all consider the body hair to de- 
classé! So, your disguise is to be re-nuded. Then a perfect 
spray-tan. 

 

The Mallard is born! 

CLOUSEAU 
 

VERONICA reaches down and picks up an 
aerosol spray gun. 

VERONICA 

Your tan is based on rich people who have won popular political 
elections. We have “Instant Sun”, which is a very light tan 
shade like President Jean-Michel Macron. Then, you may select 
“Endless Summer”, a healthy, youthful shade like Justin Trudeau. 
And we have “Pugnacious Pumpkin” - Donald Trump. 

CLOUSEAU 

Through that door? 

VERONICA 

But, of course. Here, let me help you. 

VERONICA helps CLOUSEAU, quite hairy in the 
back, and rubber legged, through the door 
into the back room. She is visible through 
the door, but CLOUSEAU is O.S. on the table 
and not seen. 

 

VERONICA 

Let’s get you on the massage table. Let me get the warm wax and 
we’ll start on your back. Onto your tummy, not your bummy! 
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CLOUSEAU O.S. 

Tummy, tummy, see my bummy! 

SEE VERONICA step across the door opening 
and then reappear carrying a pan in which 
wax has been warming and a paint brush. 

VERONICA O.S. 

And here comes the nice warm wax. I’ll slowly spread it around. 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

Oooooh – wex. 

VERONICA O.S. 

And then, a soft piece of cloth... 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

So warm and sensual... 
 

(LONG BEAT) And then... 

 

VERONICA O.S. 

 
 
 
 

OH - MON - DIEU!! 

SOUND – duct tape ripping loudly! 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

(shouting) 
 

VERONICA O.S. 

Monsieur! Please lay back down! 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

WHAT DID YOU DO TO ME!? 

VERONICA steps into doorway with hairy 
cloth. 

 

Just a girl from Ipenema! 

Oh mon dieu! 

VERONICA 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

VERONICA 

You want to look like a body builder or a model, don’t you? 
 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

Yes, yes, of course! May I have that other lollypop, please? 
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VERONICA steps through the door looking at 
the hair which has been ripped from his 
back. 

She tosses it into a hidden trash can. 

VERONICA 

Betty!? Better bring the pan of brownies. 

BETTY 

Coming. 
 

SOUR DIESEL brownies! 

 

VERONICA 

BETTY hustles over with a large pan of 
brownies. VERONICA takes several cloths and 
steps back through the door. 

VERONICA O.S. 

More nice, warm wax... 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

I know what you’re going to do! 

LONG PAUSE – LOUD ripping of duct tape! 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

YOU HURT ME!  

VERONICA steps out with another hairy cloth 
and tosses it away. She takes a brownie out 
of the pan and steps back through the door. 

VERONICA 

Here, monsieur, a Sour Diesel brownie! You’ll feel all better 
very, VERY quickly! 

 

Mmmmm, I like this very much! 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 
 

VERONICA 

Look on the bright side! Soon you’ll get used to it! 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

Haha – sure! Why not? Something new for therapy! Nice warm wax 
again! 

VERONICA 

Maybe you’ll even begin to like it! 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

I am a master of disguise! I’ll disguise my pain! 
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VERONICA 

Disguise your pain! Excellent idea, monsieur! 

LOUD ripping of duct tape. 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

THERE CAN’T BE MUCH LEFT! 

VERONICA steps out with hairy cloth and 
throws it away. She calls back through door 
as she re-enters. 

VERONICA 

Just a little bit... Then, after I finish the back, we just have 
the crack... and the sack! 

LONG PAUSE 

CLOUSEAU O.S. 

I’ll need another brownie. 
 
 

BLACKOUT / CURTAIN 
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